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The Heavens Declare The Heavens Declare 

the Glory of Godthe Glory of God

Space Exploration Space Exploration 

and the and the 

AstronomersAstronomers
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Leonardo Leonardo dada Vinci Vinci (1492(1492--1519)1519)

�� Father of modern scienceFather of modern science

–– Studied many thingsStudied many things……one wasone was

��AeronauticsAeronautics…… flightflight

��High moral characterHigh moral character

–– (painted the Last Supper)(painted the Last Supper)

Self portrait by Leonardo

Great men were inspired by Almighty God!
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NicolausNicolaus Copernicus Copernicus (1473(1473--1543)1543)

Tyco Tyco BracheBrache (1546(1546--1601)1601)

�� CopernicusCopernicus

–– Polish AstronomerPolish Astronomer

–– Explained how the Explained how the 

planets moved planets moved 

around sunaround sun

�� BracheBrache

–– Studied the way the Studied the way the 

stars and planets stars and planets 

moved in the skymoved in the sky

Johannes Johannes KeplerKepler (1571(1571--1630)1630)

�� Invented Physical Invented Physical 
Astronomy  Astronomy  
–– Studied how planets Studied how planets 
moved in the skymoved in the sky

�� Christian and Christian and 
believed God used believed God used 
design and design and 
orderliness in orderliness in 
CreationCreation

�� Made the telescope Made the telescope 
betterbetter
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Galileo Galileo GalileiGalilei (1564(1564--1642)1642)
�� AstronomerAstronomer

�� He didnHe didn’’t have a t have a 
telescope so he telescope so he 
built onebuilt one

�� Believed planets Believed planets 
rotated around the rotated around the 
sunsun

�� First to see Saturn First to see Saturn 
and draw it on and draw it on 
paper paper 

Matthew 24:35 Heaven and earth will 
pass away, but my words will never 
pass away. 

Isaac NewtonIsaac Newton

�� Believed God created Believed God created 

the world in 6the world in 6--days days 

–– ““We account the We account the 

Scriptures of God to be Scriptures of God to be 

the most sublime the most sublime 

philosophy. I find more philosophy. I find more 

sure marks of sure marks of 

authenticity in the Bible authenticity in the Bible 

than in any profane than in any profane 

history whatsoever.history whatsoever.””

�� Was a Godly man and Was a Godly man and 

one of the greatest one of the greatest 

scientistsscientists
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Modern AstronomersModern Astronomers

�� Big Bang used to Big Bang used to 
explain creationexplain creation

�� Christian Scientists Christian Scientists 
believe Big Bangbelieve Big Bang

�� Some Christian Some Christian 
Scientists believe Scientists believe 
God Created the God Created the 
world as stated in world as stated in 
GenesisGenesis

PSALM 8:3  When I consider your 
heavens, the work of your fingers, 
the moon and the stars, which you 

have set in place…

Edwin Hubble 1920Edwin Hubble 1920’’ss
�� Astronomer: studied Astronomer: studied 
the stars and said it the stars and said it 
looked like our looked like our 
universe is expandinguniverse is expanding

�� A Space telescope A Space telescope 
orbiting the earth is orbiting the earth is 
named after himnamed after him

�� Discovery Space Discovery Space 
Shuttle took it into Shuttle took it into 
orbit 1990orbit 1990
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NASA NASA 

��National Aeronautics and Space National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration Administration 

–– AstronautsAstronauts

–– Study of SpaceStudy of Space

–– AstronomersAstronomers

––Many ScientistsMany Scientists

Space ExplorationSpace Exploration

�� Early RocketsEarly Rockets

��Robert Robert GoodardGoodard

–– American scientist built first workable American scientist built first workable 
rocketrocket

�� VV--1 and V1 and V--22
––Dr. von Dr. von BraumBraum German scientistGerman scientist

–– Rockets built at the end of World War IIRockets built at the end of World War II

–– V stands for V stands for ““vengeancevengeance””

––Wanted to use rockets for battleWanted to use rockets for battle
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Space Age: Race to be FirstSpace Age: Race to be First

�� Dr. von Dr. von BraumBraum

–– Came to America in Came to America in 

19501950’’s (from s (from 

Germany)Germany)

–– Designed military Designed military 

rocketsrockets

–– Sputnik (Russian Sputnik (Russian 

space craft) went space craft) went 

up before USAup before USA

–– NASA began 1958NASA began 1958

�� Soviet Launch Soviet Launch 

1957 of Sputnik 1957 of Sputnik 
(Russian for satellite)(Russian for satellite)

�� Cold War BeganCold War Began

Sputnik: Russian for SatelliteSputnik: Russian for Satellite

�� Traveled 18,000 Traveled 18,000 

miles per hourmiles per hour

�� Earth orbit in 96.2 Earth orbit in 96.2 

minutes minutes 

�� Signals for 22 daysSignals for 22 days

�� Burned up on Jan. Burned up on Jan. 

4, 1958 4, 1958 
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Race was onRace was on……

��Russians (USSR) launched another Russians (USSR) launched another 

SputnikSputnik

�� President Eisenhower approved President Eisenhower approved 

space program space program 

�� Army and Navy Army and Navy 

��NASANASA

Space Craft to MoonSpace Craft to Moon

�� Luna Luna --22

�� Russia (Soviet Russia (Soviet 

Union)Union)

�� First craft to reach First craft to reach 

moonmoon

�� Crashed on the Crashed on the 

surfacesurface
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1960 Saturn V Rocket1960 Saturn V Rocket

�� 33--stage rocketstage rocket

�� Apollo rockets were Apollo rockets were 
Saturn rocketsSaturn rockets

�� Apollo 11 was Apollo 11 was 
Saturn VSaturn V

Apollo Apollo 

��Mission to land on the moonMission to land on the moon

�� Look at the moon for a place to land Look at the moon for a place to land 

��Dr. von Dr. von BraumBraum in charge of mission in charge of mission 

became a became a Christian!Christian!

��Christmas Eve 1968:Christmas Eve 1968:

–– ““In the beginning God created the In the beginning God created the 

heaven and the earthheaven and the earth…”…”
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Space TravelSpace Travel

First Astronauts in SpaceFirst Astronauts in Space……

�� Yuri Yuri GargarinGargarin VostokVostok

–– April 1961April 1961

�� Alan Alan ShepardShepard

–– May 1961 and Moon:1971May 1961 and Moon:1971
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AstronautsAstronauts �� Neil ArmstrongNeil Armstrong

–– First Man in SpaceFirst Man in Space

�� Bruce Bruce McCandlessMcCandless IIII

–– Manned Maneuvering UnitManned Maneuvering Unit

More Famous More Famous 

AstronautsAstronauts
�� John H. GlennJohn H. Glenn

–– First American to orbit First American to orbit 

the earththe earth

�� Apollo 11 CrewApollo 11 Crew

––Michael CollinsMichael Collins

–– Neil ArmstrongNeil Armstrong

–– Edwin Edwin AldrinAldrin

Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin

John Glenn

Michael Collins

Neil Armstrong
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Apollo 11Apollo 11

That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.

Space ShuttlesSpace Shuttles

�� Space Transportation Space Transportation 
System: Until 2010System: Until 2010

�� Carries Astronauts and Carries Astronauts and 
payload (satellites, parts for payload (satellites, parts for 
space station and supplies)space station and supplies)

�� 55--7 crewmembers7 crewmembers

Psalm: 19:1  The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the 
work of his hands.
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Fun FactsFun Facts

�� The Hubble Telescope is the only one designed to be The Hubble Telescope is the only one designed to be 
service by astronauts in space!service by astronauts in space!

�� Astronauts are about 2 inches taller in space because Astronauts are about 2 inches taller in space because 
there is no gravity, their spines are not compressedthere is no gravity, their spines are not compressed

�� Astronauts eat food that doesnAstronauts eat food that doesn’’t easily float awayt easily float away……like like 
peanut butter!peanut butter!

�� Astronauts sleep by attaching themselves to their seats, Astronauts sleep by attaching themselves to their seats, 
or their bunks or a wall!or their bunks or a wall!

�� The space suits worn by the astronauts that walked on The space suits worn by the astronauts that walked on 
the moon weighed 180 pounds on Earth but only 30 the moon weighed 180 pounds on Earth but only 30 
pounds on the moon. pounds on the moon. 

�� During weightlessness, the fluids in the body to rise to During weightlessness, the fluids in the body to rise to 
the head, which feels like a constant head cold. the head, which feels like a constant head cold. 

Kids Yahoo GroupKids Yahoo Group

�� Post Questions to the GroupPost Questions to the Group

�� Visit to chatVisit to chat

��Meet likeMeet like--minded friendsminded friends

�� Email me for an invitationEmail me for an invitation

–– It is a closed groupIt is a closed group

��felice@mediaangels.comfelice@mediaangels.com
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Media Angels, CurriculumMedia Angels, Curriculum

http://www.MediaAngels.com

Truth Seekers Mystery SeriesTruth Seekers Mystery Series™™

www.MediaAngels.com

felice@mediaangels.com

Action, Adventure, Mystery

and Creation SCIENCE!!
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Resources for your libraryResources for your library

Newsletter Subscribe OnlineNewsletter Subscribe Online
Blog Posts

Meet me online on Facebook

Follow on Twitter
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ScholarSquare.comScholarSquare.com

Listen to a 
class online 
whenever you 

want!

Or…teach 
your own 
class and post 
it! 


